SPRINGDALES SCHOOL
WINTER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
SESSION: 2021-22
CLASS: 10TH
THEME : SOLAR CARPORTS /PANELS

As power consumption increases every day just like the population, we need to
cover its gap with innovative ideas which will form the future of our society, Solar
carports which are car parking decks with equipped solar panels on the roof.. The
space that is taken up by the carport can be used to generate the sun’s
energy/solar energy.
(I) If you are putting solar panels on your roof, how do you position them to generate the
most electricity? Explain .
(II) What is the importance of trigonometry in solar panel .
(III) Locate and label the solar plants on the political map of India.
(IV )Frame a dialogue of maximum six meaningful exchanges between two friends
about conserving energy.
(V) Make a ppt of maximum 8 slides on the topic ' Benefits of Solar Carports'.
Following are the points to be included in the presentation:
- Add your information in text boxes or word art with borders
- Resize them as necessary/ add animations.
- Insert relevant pictures/ images from the Internet.
(VI) "सोलर पैनल नए भारत की नई पहचान" विषय पर पोस्टर बनाए ।
NOTE: All work is to be done on A4 size sheet paper/Coloured sheets.
-Draw margins on all the 4 sides of the sheet(s).

-Use black sketch for outline only.
-Keep your handwriting neat and legible.

Computer
Q1. Write down the practical’s in your computer practical notebook:
a. Write the steps to create table with minimum five fields on an entity “STUDENT”
in design view.
b. Illustrate the use of various options under computer Accessibility in Keyboard,
Mouse, Display Tab.
c. Write the steps to create instant messaging account for Google Talk.
d. Write the command foe the following table “Student”
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